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Reviewing of lighting experiences suggests that the issue of 
lighting is almost neglected in Tehran City and its immense po-
tentials are disregarded. Continuity of city life at night through 
achievements and equipments as strategic nightscape of Teh-
ran can result in considerable goals such as development of 

-
es, supporting social justice through inclusive public spaces, 
economic development by providing new opportunities for 
investment and tourism, highlighting historical identity by em-
phasizing on cultural symbols and eventually enhancing the 
prestige and dignity of Tehran city nationally and internationally. 
This paper aims to achieve an applicable result which can be 
implemented through discussing two parts: theories and experi-
ences. Nine articles and seven responses given by researches, 
professionals and managers to the magazines written ques-
tions about lighting was the achievement of the research.

The results of this research will be helpful in urban manage-

of the issue in realization of decisions and plans and will be 
helpful in organizing strategic plan of Tehran’s nightscape:

1. The adaptation of nightscape and landscape is necessary
to be taken into consideration in all lighting proceedings. Cre-
ating diversity and maintaining the principles of transformation 
in higher layer has to be performed.

2. Nightscape of the city can function independently to cre-

3. Lighting as a primary intervention in nightlife of the city has
immense potential in realization of city development goals. As 
a result, the respective actions should be managed by a single 
management for strategic planning, design and implementation.

highlight the special times. Ceremonies, rituals and social oc-
casions are held and introduced through urban lighting and 
nightscape design.

5. Urban lighting event is capable to operate on a national or
international as a technical or urban art activity.

6. High capacity to engage citizens in urban lighting and cre-
ating cityscape is the achievement of participatory approach in 
urban management.

7. Lighting practices with the design of urban green space,
urban furniture and other urban designs can lead to highlight-
ing civic identity.

8. Lighting special urban areas and providing continuity of
day at night will result in establishing the collective memory of 

9. Landscape lighting is a tool that is able to attend all land-
scape goals or emphasize on them.

The following strategies within strategic plan for Tehran light-
ing framework are suggested to be regulated by technical and 
professional authorities.

1. Adaptation of day landscape and nightscape at macro
scale and providing diversity at micro scale

3. Demonstration of special visual identity of Tehran at night

other landscape elements in the city. 
5. Lighting design according to each of the following ap-

proaches
A. City as the landscape      landscape lighting (holism)
B. City as the frame       Decorative lighting (reductionism)
9. Emphasis on interactive and participatory approaches
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